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Abstract

Considered is the interaction of macro-and micro-cracks in an anisotropic piezoelectric solid. The GreenÕs function

and principle of superposition are used to formulate a system of singular integral equations for solving the unknown

temperature discontinuity and elastic displacement-electric potential. The residual heat ¯ux, stress and electric dis-

placement on the microcrack are evaluated directly from the near-tip ®eld of main crack. Numerical results for stress

and electric displacement intensity factors in a three-crack system are obtained to illustrate the application of the

method. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Stress analysis of multiple crack problems in
isotropic materials has received much attention in
the literature [1±7]. The best choice of approxi-
mating polynomials can be found in [2] for repre-
senting the traction on cracks. One may refer to [8]
for a historical review of the works. For aniso-
tropic materials in isothermal conditions, a solu-
tion for collinear cracks in an in®nite plate was
obtained [9]. The elastic interaction between a
main-crack and a parallel micro-crack in an or-
thotropic plate was made [10]. Based on the strain
energy density criterion [11], the direction of initial
crack growth of two interacting cracks in an an-
isotropic solid has been analyzed [12]. Examined

[13,14] also are the elastic crack±microcrack in-
teractions and e�ective elastic properties of a two-
dimensional matrix of general anisotropy, con-
taining an arbitrary orientation distribution of
cracks. Unlike in the case of anisotropic elasticity,
relatively little work has been done for the analysis
of multiple crack problems in thermopiezoelectric
materials. This work is a continuation of previous
studies [15,16]. It is concerned with the interaction
of a main crack and multiple microcracks in a
piezoelectric plate. The geometry of the problem is
shown in Fig. 1. GreenÕs function for temperature
discontinuity is used for developing a system of
singular integral equations solving for the un-
known thermal discontinuity density which is de-
®ned on crack faces. The residual heat ¯ux, stress
and electric displacement on microcrack are eval-
uated directly from the near-tip ®eld of the main
crack. Accurate results can be obtained for mic-
rocracks that are very close to the main crack-tip.
Numerical results for a three-crack system are
given.
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2. Basic formulations

Consider a linear piezoelectric solid in two-
dimension, x1 and x2 only. Coordinate system
(x1, x2, x3) is used. For stationary behavior in the
absence of heat source, free electric charge and
body forces, the general solution of linear the-
rmoelectroelasticity can be found [17,18] from the
equations:

h � g0�zt� � g0�zt�;
h1 � iksg00�zt� ÿ iksg00�zt�;
h2 � ÿikg00�zt� � ikg00�zt�;
u � AF�z�q� cg�zt� � AF�z�q� cg�zt�;
/ � BF�z�q� dg�zt� � BF�z�q� dg�zt�;
P1 � ÿ/;2 P2 � /;1;

�1�

where

i �
�������
ÿ1
p

and k �
�����������������������
k11k22 ÿ k2

12

q
; �2�

while

F�z� � diag�f �z1� f �z2�f �z3� f �z4��;
zt � x1 � sx2; zi � x1 � pix2:

�3�

The bar denotes complex conjugate and prime
represents the di�erentiation. Note that q is a
constant vector to be determined by the boundary
conditions, and

u � fu1 u2 u3 ugT
; Pj � fr1j r2j r3j DjgT

;

j � 1; 2 �4�
the elastic displacement is ui and u the electric
potential. Quantities h, hi; rij and Di are the

temperature, heat ¯ux, stress and electric dis-
placement, respectively. Moreover, s and pi are the
heat and electroelastic eigenvalues of the materials
whose imaginary parts are positive. The arbitrary
functions f(zi) and g(zt) have complex arguments zi

and zt, respectively, The de®nition of A , B, c and d

can be found in Refs. [17,18].
For an in®nite piezoelectric plate subject to

temperature discontinuity h0 located at ẑt �
x̂1 � sx̂2, it can be shown that the thermo-
electroeletric GreenÕs functions at point z(x1, x2)
are given by [16,19]

h�zt� � h0 Im� lny1�=2p; �5�

hi � ÿ h0

2p
Im

ki1 � ski2

y1

� �
; �6�

u � h0

2p
ImfAf�z�q� cy1� ln y1 ÿ 1�g; �7�

/ � h0

2p
ImfBf�z�q� dy1� ln y1 ÿ 1�g; �8�

where

f�z� � diag�f �y�1�; f �y�2�; f �y�3�; f �y�4��;

y1 � zt ÿ ẑt;

f �y� � y� lny ÿ 1�;
y�i � zi ÿ ẑt �i � 1; 2; 3; 4�;

�9�

q � ÿ i

2
��Bÿ1Bÿ �Aÿ1A�ÿ1

���Aÿ1�c� �c� ÿ �Bÿ1�d� �d��:

3. Singular integral equations

3.1. Statement of the problem

The geometric con®guration of the problem is
depicted in Fig. 1. It consists of an in®nite plate
subjected to remote heat ¯ow h0. A main crack has
a length 2c0 while the N microcracks have length
2ci (i � 1; 2; . . . ;N ) near the main-crack tip. The
central point of the ith microcrack is denoted by
�x1i; x2i�. The orientation angle is ai. The cracks are

Fig. 1. Geometry of the crack±microcrack problem.
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initially assumed to remain open with free trac-
tions and charges. The corresponding boundary
conditions are

For the ith crack:

tni � ÿP1 sinai �P2 cosai � 0;

hni � ÿh1 sinai � h2 cosai � 0

�i � 0; 1; 2; . . . ;N�:
�10�

At in®nity

h12 � h0; P11 � P12 � h11 � 0; �11�
where n stands for the normal direction to the
lower crack-face. The traction±charge vector is
tni.

The main crack is assumed to be much larger
than the ith microcrack. Moreover, the distance
between the right tip of the main crack and the
center of the ith microcrack is such that
c0 > ci; c0 > di (see Fig. 1). Under this assump-
tion, the residual stress and electric displacement is
calculated approximately by the near-tip solutions
of the main crack.

3.2. Singular integral equations

The problem shown in Fig. 1 can be considered
as a superposition of N + 1 single crack problems
with unknown temperature discontinuity density
on each crack face. The boundary conditions for
each single problems are still de®ned by Eqs. (10)
and (11) except that

tni � ÿP1 sinai �P2 cosai � P0
ni;

hni � ÿh1 sinai � h2 cosai � h0
ni

�i � 1; 2; . . . ;N�;
�12�

where P0
n1 and h0

n1 are, respectively, the residual
stress and electric displacement and the residual
heat ¯ow. They are given in Appendix A.

Using the GreenÕs function and the principle of
superposition [4], the thermal problem of Fig. 1
can be formulated in the form

1

p

Z c0

ÿc0

h00�n�dn
gÿ n

"
�
XN

i�1

Z ci

ÿci

K0i�g; n�h0i�n�dn

#
� 0

1

p

Z ci

ÿci

h0i�n�dn
gÿ n

"
�
XN

j�0;j 6�i

Z cj

ÿcj

Kj0�g; n�h0j�n�dn

#

� 2

k
h0

ni�g� �i � 1; 2; . . . ;N�; �13�

where h00 and h0i are the distributed functions on
the main crack and ith microcrack, respectively.
De®ned are the functions

K0i�g; n� � Re
1

gÿ z0
ti ÿ nz�ti

� �
;

Ki0�g; n� � Re
z�ti

z0
ti � gz�ti ÿ n

� �
;

�14�

where z0
ti � x1i � sx2i; z�ti � cosai � s sinai.

In addition to Eq. (13), the single valuedness of
the temperature around a closed contour sur-
rounding a given crack requires thatZ ci

ÿci

h0i�s�ds � 0 �i � 0; 1; 2; . . . ;N�: �15�

The coupled singular integral equations for the
temperature discontinuity density in Eq. (13)
combined with Eq. (15) can be solved numerically
[20]. Since the solution for the functions, h0i�n�,
has a square root singularity at the crack tip, it is
expedient to let

h0i�n� � Hi�n���������������
c2

i ÿ n2
q �

Pm
j�1

BijTj�t�

ci

������������
1ÿ t2
p ; �16�

where Hi(t) is a regular function de®ned in the
interval tj j6 1. The quantities Bij are the real
unknown coe�cients, and Tj(t) the Chebyshev
polynomials of ®rst kind. Thus the discretized
form of Eqs. (13) and (15) may be written
as [20]

Xm

k�1

1

m
Hi�sik�

ci�s0ir ÿ sik�

"
�
XN

j�0;j6�i

1

cj
K0i�s0ir; sjk�Hj�sjk�

#

� 2h0
ni�s0ir�=k;

Xm

k�1

Hi�sik� � 0; �17�
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where

h0
n0 � 0; sik � sjk � cos

�2k ÿ 1�p
2m

� �
�k � 1; 2; . . . ;m�;

s0ir � cos�rp=m� �r � 1; 2; . . . ;mÿ 1�:
�18�

Eq. (17) provides a system of (N + 1) ´ m linear
algebraic equations to determine the coe�cients
Bij. Once the function Hi(t) has been found, the
corresponding stress and electric displacement can
be found from Pi in Eqs. (1) and (8) as

P1 � ÿ/;2 � ÿ
1

2p

XN

i�0

Im

Z ci

ÿci

�BP lnzih iq1i

� ds lny1i�h0i�n�dn;

P2 � /;1 �
1

2p

XN

i�0

Im

Z ci

ÿci

�B lnzih iq1i

� d� lny1i�h0i�n�dn;

�19�

where

lnzih i � diag� lny�1i lny�2i lny�3i lny�4i�;
y1i � zti ÿ ẑti; y�ji � ztj ÿ ẑti �j � 1; 2; 3; 4�:

�20�
Thus, the traction-charge vector on the crack be-
comes

t0
ni�g� � ÿP1�g� sinai �P2�g�cosai

� 1

2p

XN

j�0

Im

Z cj

ÿcj

�B�Icosai � P sinai� lnzj


 �
q1j

� d�cosai � s sinai� lny1j�h0j�n�dn: �21�
Generally, t0

ni�g� do not satisfy the given traction±
charge boundary conditions on the crack. To sat-
isfy these conditions, superpose a solution of the
corresponding isothermal problem with a trac-
tion±charge vector induced by the dislocation
vector bi which, together with the results in
Eq. (21). The elastic solution for a singular dislo-
cation of strength bi obtained in [21] is adopted.
The solution now takes the form:

P1 � ÿ 1

p

XN

i�0

Im�BPh�zj ÿ ẑji�ÿ1iBT�bi; �22�

P2 � 1

p

XN

i�0

Im�Bh�zj ÿ ẑji�ÿ1iBT�bi; �23�

where

h� �ji � diag�� �1 � �2 � �3 � �4�;
ẑji � z0

ji � nz�ji

� x1i � pjx2i � n�cosai � pj sinai�:
�24�

Using Eqs. (22) and (23), the thermoelectroelastic
problem shown in Fig. 1 can be formulated as

L

2p

Z c0

ÿc0

b0�n�dn
gÿ n

� 1

p

XN

i�1

Im

Z ci

ÿci

K0i�g; n�bi�n�dn

� ÿt0
n0�g�;

L

2p

Z ci

ÿci

bi�n� dn
gÿ n

� 1

p

XN

j�0;j 6�i

Im

Z cj

ÿcj

Kij�g; n�bj�n�dn

� ÿt0
ni�g� ÿP0

ni�g�; �25�
where

L � ÿ2iBBT;

Kij�g; n� � Bhz�ki�zki

h
ÿ ẑkj�ÿ1iBT

i
;

�26�

with

zki � gz�ki � z0
ki: �27�

Moreover, the single valued condition requires
thatZ ci

ÿci

bi�n�dn � 0: �28�

As was done previously, let

bi�n� � Hi�n���������������
c2

i ÿ n2
q �

Pn
k�1 EikTk�t�
ci

������������
1ÿ t2
p ; �29�

where Eik� {Eik1, Eik2, Eik3, Eik4}T. Thus, from
Eqs. (25) and (28), these result:

Xm

k�1

1

m
LHi�sik�

2ci�s0ir ÿ sik�

"
�
XN

j�0;j6�i

1

cj
Kij�s0ir; sjk�Hj�sjk�

#
� ÿtni�s0ir� ÿP0

ni�s0ir�;
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Xm

k�1

Hi�sik� � 0: �30�

Eqs. (30) provide a system of 4m ´ (N+1) linear
algebraic equations to determine Hi(ni) and then
Eik. Once the function Hi(n) has been found from
Eqs. (30), the stresses and electric displacements
near a given crack tip can be evaluated. For ex-
ample, the stress and electric displacement Pn0�g�
in a coordinate system local to the main crack can
be expressed as

Pn�g� � L

2p

Z c0

ÿc0

b0�n�dn
gÿ n

� 1

p

XN

j�1

Im

Z cj

ÿcj

K0jbj�n�dn

264
375� t0

n0�g�:

�31�
From the ®rst of Eq. (25), the crack-tip stress in-
tensity factors K� � (KII, KI, KIII, KD}T can be
evaluated, e.g., at the right tip (n� c0):

K� � lim
n!c0

���������������������
2p�nÿ c0�

p
Pn�n�: �32�

Combined with the results of Eq (31), it is found
that

K� �
�������
p

4c0

r
LH0�c0�: �33�

Hence, the solution of the singular integral equa-
tion enables the direct determination of the stress
intensity factors.

4. Numerical results

Consider a piezoelectric ceramic (BaTiO3) plate
with three cracks and subject to remote heat ¯ow
h0. This is shown in Fig. 2. The properties of the
plate are given by [22]

C1111 � 150 GPa; C1122 � 66 GPa;

C1133 � 66 GPa; C2222 � 146 GPa;

C2323 � 44 GPa; a11 � 8:53� 10ÿ6=K;

a22 � 1:99� 10ÿ6=K; k2 � 0:133� 105 N=CK;

e211 � ÿ4:35 C=m
2; e222 � 17:5 C=m

2;

e112 � 11:4 C=m
2; j11 � 1115j0; j22 � 1260j0;

j0 � 8:85� 10ÿ12 C2=N m
2
:

�34�
Since the values of the coe�cient of heat conduc-
tion for BaTiO3 could not be found in the litera-
ture, the value k22/k11� 1.5, k11� 1 W/mK and
k12� 0 are assumed.

Fig. 3 shows the normalised stress and electric
displacement intensity factors at the right tip of the
main crack with bI � KI=K0

I and bD � KD=K0
D.

Note that

K0
I � h0c0

�������
pc0

p
c22=k; K0

D � h0c0

�������
pc0

p
v2=k;

in which c22 and v2 are the thermal-stress coe�-
cient and pyroelectric constant [16]. Fig. 4 shows
the variation of bI with distance d de®ned in Fig. 2.
It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the microcrack

Fig. 2. Geometry of the three-crack problem.

Fig. 3. SED intensity factors vs crack angle (c0� 5d� 5e� 8c).
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orientation has little e�ect on the near-tip ®eld of
the main crack. On the other hand, Fig. 4 shows
that the interaction e�ects produced by micro-
cracks are sensitive to the distance between the
main crack and microcracks.

5. Conclusion

This work gives a formulation for the problem
of a thermopiezoelectric plate with a main crack
and multiple microcracks. A system of singular
integral equations is developed with the aid of
GreenÕs function and principle of superposition.
Solutions for the thermal, electric and elastic ®elds
are obtained for the case of a main crack and
multiple microcracks in an in®nite thermopiezo-
electric plate subjected to remote heat ¯ow dis-
turbance. The residual heat ¯ow, stress and electric
displacement are evaluated directly from the near-
tip ®eld of main crack. Good accuracy is obtained
for microcracks that are situated very close the
main crack tip. For an in®nite plate with three
cracks in a piezoelectric plate, the numerical re-
sults show that the orientation a of the microcrack
does not have a signi®cant e�ect on the values of
bI unless the interaction is of ``short range''.
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Appendix A. Derivation of residual ®elds

For a crack of length 2c embedded in an in®nite
thermopiezoelectric plate subjected to remote
uniform heat ¯ux h0, the near-tip ®elds at a point
P(x1, x2) can be found for the solution in Ref. [15]
as

h1 � ÿh0

�����
c
2r

r
Re�s�cosh� s sinh�ÿ1=2�;

h2 � h0

�����
c
2r

r
Re��cosh� s sinh�ÿ1=2�

�A:1�

and

P1 � ÿ a3=2h0�����
2r
p Re B

pk

�cosh� pk sinh�1=2

* +(
� �AT�Im�d� �Re�ÿLc�Hd��

� BT�Re�Sc�Hdÿ Lÿ1�I� iST�d���
)
;

P2 � a3=2h0�����
2r
p Re B

1

�cosh� pk sinh�1=2

* +(
� �AT�Im�d� �Re�ÿLc�Hd��

� BT�Re�Sc�Hdÿ Lÿ1�I� iST�d���
)
:

�A:2�
In the above equations,

H � 2iAAT; S � i�2ABT ÿ I�;
r2 � �x1 ÿ c�2 � x2

2;

h � cosÿ1��x1 ÿ c�=r�:
�A:3�

The residual ®elds, h0
ni and P0

ni on the ith micro-
crack can be, then, calculated from

h0
n1 � ÿh1 sinai � h2 cosai;

P0
n1 � ÿP1 sinai �P2 cosai:

�A:4�

Fig. 4. SED intensity factor vs distance d/c (c0� 10c� 10e,

a� 0°).
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